
 

Europa Navigation (RMC) Digital
Road Map Europe

the digital road map helps you to navigate the digital landscape. this map shows
you all the areas where your visitors are coming from, which websites they are

visiting, which language they are using, what device they are using and who they
are. by looking at the digital road map, you can easily optimize your website for

your visitors. the european market for automotive infotainment solutions is set to
grow to €57.2 billion by 2025, according to new forecasts published by sigact. the

majority of these new units will be equipped with digital multimedia systems to offer
a variety of functions such as navigation, audio/video streaming, voice recognition,
telematics, and infotainment services. the wide coverage of the here maps makes

them an ideal basis for digital navigation systems. they are used by the audi
navigation system in the audi a1 and audi a3. the maps are also an ideal basis for

systems from the bmw group such as bmw navigation and mini navigation. in
addition to here's maps, the audi navigation system uses data from the mobile

manufacturers association (mma). this includes road data provided by the austrian
federal road research institute (ffg), the german federal institute for traffic safety

(dlr), the german truck research institute (gvk), the institute for automotive
engineering (iae) of the german aerospace center (dlr), and the german automotive
association (vda). the digital map data is preloaded into the audi navigation system

at the factory. the customers can update the maps themselves by downloading
them from the internet. the latest map data is updated every three months. for

more information about this function, please contact your local audi dealer.
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the development of network-
based navigation systems by
audi has made a commitment
to the responsible use of the

collected data. audi is a
member of the european group

for electronic road data for
mobility and transport (e-gedm)
. audi is also a member of the

open location code (olc)
initiative and therefore

maintains the specifications for
the open location code

standard. the audi system is
currently released for the olc
specification version 2.0. but
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the audi system works on any
version of the standard. the
combined use of the audi

system and the olc standard
allows the interoperability of the

systems of different
manufacturers. the ability to

delete stored map routes
enables road users to store
their favorite routes in the

navigation system. the
navigation+ service provides an

overview of the stored route
list. pressing the delete button

removes all routes from the list.
in addition, all routes are set for

permanent deletion once the
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button is pressed. at the
moment, florida does not use

any kind of highway
identification systems. it is not

even referred as “highway” and
there is no name for the

divisions of these types of
roads. our closest comparison
would be a street. if you can

look for a number, a street sign
or a two-digit number, this is a

highway. also, there is no “state
road” what is “state road” in
europe? or even a “main st.”

name. instead, there are names
for each street, which

correspond to the town they go
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through. today we are launching
an updated version of the

digital road map europe project
website. the new website has

more open and interactive
elements, and is a reflection of
our commitment to supporting

and growing the europa
navigation (rmc) digital road
map brand and our vision of

engaging the european public.
the website is currently

available in english, french and
italian. 5ec8ef588b
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